Over the years, human skin loses its elasticity and wrinkles appear.
Wrinkles are caused by cumulative damage to collagen and elastic fibers in the
dermis due to sun exposure to the cumulative effects of gravity and facial
muscle movement.
KianoMer Dead Sea introduces an innovative development of Lifting products
that are adapted to the needs of dull and vitality lacking skin treating the early
signs of aging.
The products are based on Sesame Protein – a strong antioxidant protecting
the skin from damages caused by the elements and produces an almost
immediate lifting effect leading to a young and healthy looking skin.

LIFT & TIGHT
ACTIVE DAY CREAM
A highly concentrated lifting day cream
designed to restore time damaged skin.
A scientifically advanced formula enriched
with seaweed, sesame protein and minerals
from the Dead Sea quickly absorbed
diminishing wrinkles and visibly improving
facial complexion focusing on fine lines and
wrinkles.

LIFT & TIGHT
NIGHT REPAIR CREAM
A rich rehabilitating formula designed to
treat your skin from a daylong of exposure
to the elements.
Rich with omega 3, vitamin capsule,
sesame protein and natural oils fortified
with Dead Sea minerals and unique
moisture capturing component allowing
the skin to refresh itself during a good
night's sleep.
A fast absorbing cream designed to
tighten and lift the skin whilst focusing on
fine lines and wrinkles.

This Unique line of products enriched with Dead Sea minerals rich in
magnesium and calcium, Shea butter for the treatment of dry skin, Avocado oil
to promote the production of collagen fibers and Donaliela Seaweed - rich in
beta-carotene helping to slowing skin's aging process. This unique combination
of active ingredients gives skin all the tools it needs to fight the aging process.
A constant use of KianoMer Lifting products will firm the skin, restores
elasticity, visibly tensile the skin, significantly reducing fine lines and wrinkles
living your skin vital and radiant.

LIFT & TIGHT
INTENSIVE SERUM
This gentle yet intensive serum developed using
innovative ingredients based on sesame protein
to form the basis treatment for skin tightening and
significant reduction of fine lines and wrinkles.
This unique serum produces a fast visible lifting
effect acting as preliminary layer before
application of LIFT & TIGHT Day or Night cream.

LIFT & TIGHT
QUICK LIFT EFFECT
ROLL-ON
A unique Sesame Protein concentrate rollon especially designed for cases where you
want to look your best in the short time
available.
One easy quick and light application on the
areas of fine lines (sides of the eyes, lips
and neck) will leave the skin taut, young and
fresh.

